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Abstract

In this work, a novel generic convex surrogate
for general non-modular loss functions is in-
troduced, which provides for the first time a
tractable solution for loss functions that are
neither supermodular nor submodular. This
convex surrogate is based on a submodular-
supermodular decomposition. It takes the
sum of two convex surrogates that separately
bound the supermodular component and the
submodular component using slack-rescaling
and the Lovász hinge, respectively. This
surrogate is convex, piecewise linear, an ex-
tension of the loss function, and for which
subgradient computation is polynomial time.
Empirical results are reported on a non-
submodular loss based on the Sørensen-Dice
difference function demonstrating the im-
proved performance, efficiency, and scalabil-
ity of the novel convex surrogate. This is
a shorten version of a recent published pa-
per (Yu & Blaschko, 2016).

1. Introduction

Following the risk minimization principle (Vapnik,
1995), we may wish to minimize a loss function that
more closely reflects the cost of a specific set of pre-
dictions. Alternatives to the Hamming loss are fre-
quently employed in the discriminative learning liter-
ature(Cheng et al., 2010; Petterson & Caetano, 2011;
Doppa et al., 2014; Blaschko & Lampert, 2008; Ev-
eringham et al., 2010; Nowozin, 2014; Narasimhan &
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Bilmes, 2005). Existing polynomial-time convex sur-
rogates exist for supermodular (Tsochantaridis et al.,
2005) or submodular losses (Yu & Blaschko, 2015), but
not for more general non-modular losses. This has mo-
tivated us to study the conditions for a loss function to
be tractably upper bounded with a tight convex surro-
gate. We propose a novel convex surrogate for general
non-modular loss functions, which is solvable for the
first time for non-supermodular and non-submodular
loss functions.

2. Method

Any loss function ∆ of may be interpreted as a set
function where inclusion in a set is defined by a corre-
sponding prediction being incorrect:

∆(y, ỹ) = l({i|yi 6= ỹi}) (1)

for some set function l.

Definition 1 (Submodular function). A set function
l : P(V ) 7→ R is submodular iff for all B ⊆ A ⊂ V and
x ∈ V \A, l(B ∪ {x})− l(B) ≥ l(A ∪ {x})− l(A).

A function is supermodular iff its negative is submod-
ular, and a function is modular (e.g. Hamming loss)
iff it is both submodular and supermodular.

For all set functions l, there always exists a decompo-
sition into the sum of a submodular function f ∈ S
and a supermodular function g ∈ G: l = f + g. More-
over, we can always make the supermodular compo-
nent to be increasing: for an arbitrary decomposition
l = f+g where g is not increasing, there exists a mod-
ular function mg s.t. l = (f −mg) + (g + mg), with

f̃ := f −mg ∈ S, and g̃ := g +mg ∈ G+ is increasing.

However, we subsequently demonstrate that decompo-
sitions can vary by more than a modular factor:
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Proposition 1 (Non-uniqueness of decomposition up
to modular transformations.). For any set function,
there exist multiple decompositions into submodular
and supermodular components such that these compo-
nents differ by more than a modular factor:

∃f1, f2 ∈ S, g1, g2 ∈ G
(l = f1 + g1 = f2 + g2) ∧ (g1 +mg1 6= g2 +mg2) (2)

where ∧ denotes “logical and,” mg1 and mg2 are mod-
ular.

We define D such that these two sources of non-
uniqueness are resolved using a canonical decompo-
sition l = f∗ + g∗.

Definition 2. We define an operator D : F 7→ G+ as

Dl = arg min
g∈G+

∑
A⊆V

g(A), s.t. l − g ∈ S. (3)

We note that minimizing the values of g will simul-
taneously remove the non-uniqueness due both to the
modular non-uniqueness described above, as well as
the non-modular non-uniqueness described in Propo-
sition 1. We formally prove this in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Dl is unique for all l ∈ F that have
a finite base set V .

We finally denote the resulting decomposition of
∆(y, ·) = ∆G(y, ·)+∆S(y, ·) into its supermodular and
submodular components, respectively.

We construct a surrogate B by taking the sum of
two convex surrogates. These surrogates are slack-
rescaling (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005) applied to ∆G :

S∆(y, h(x)) := max
ỹ∈Y

∆(y, ỹ) (1 + 〈h(x), ỹ〉 − 〈h(x), y〉) , (4)

and the Lovász hinge (Yu & Blaschko, 2015) applied
to ∆S :

L∆(y, h(x)) :=

(max
π

p∑
j=1

sπj (l ({π1, · · · , πj})− l ({π1, · · · , πj−1})))+ (5)

where (·)+ = max(·, 0), π is a permutation,sπj = 1 −
hπj (x)yπj , and hπj (x) is the πjth dimension of h(x).

Definition 3 (General non-modular convex surro-
gate). For an arbitrary non-negative loss function ∆,
we define

BD∆ := L∆S + S∆G (6)

where D is the decomposition of l defined by Def. 2.

We can demonstrate that:

1. If l is supermodular, then f∗ is modular.

2. If f∗ is increasing, S∆G = S(∆ − ∆S) = S∆ −
S∆S .

3. If l ∈ G+, then BD∆ ≥ S∆ over the unit cube
and therefore BD is closer to the convex closure
of ∆ than S.

4. If l ∈ S, then BD∆ = L∆.

5. BD∆ is convex for arbitrary ∆.

6. BD∆ is an extensionof ∆ iff ∆S is non-negative.

7. The subgradient computation of BD∆ is polyno-
mial time given polynomial time oracle access to
f∗ and g∗.

3. Sørensen-Dice loss

We introduce the Sørensen-Dice loss based on the
Sørensen-Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945; Sørensen, 1948):

∆D(y, ỹ) = 1− 2|y ∩ ỹ|
|y|+ |ỹ|

. (7)

given a groundtruth y and a predicted output ỹ and
y ⊆ V is a set of positive labels, e.g. foreground pixels.

Proposition 3. ∆D(y, ỹ) is neither submodular nor
supermoduler under the isomorphism (y∗, ỹ) → A :=
{i|y∗i 6= ỹi}, ∆J(y∗, ỹ) ∼= l(A).

We test the proposed surrogate on a binary set predic-
tion problem. Two classes of 2-dimensional data are
generated by different Gaussian mixtures. We use the
BD during training and compare it to slack rescaling S
with an approximate optimization procedure based on
greedy maximization. We additionally train an SVM
(denoted 0-1 in the results table) for comparison. Dur-
ing test time, we evaluate with ∆D and with Hamming
loss to calculate the empirical error values as shown in
Table 1.

Test
p = 6 ∆D 0-1

BD 0.1121± 0.0040 0.6027± 0.0125
0-1 0.1497± 0.0046 0.5370± 0.0114
S 0.3183± 0.0148 0.7313± 0.0209

Table 1. The cross comparison of average loss values (with
standard error), ∆D is the Dice loss as in Eq. (7).

We can see from the result that training ∆D with
BD yields the best result while using ∆D during test
time. BD performs better than S in both cases due to
the failure of the approximate maximization procedure
necessary to maintain computational feasibility.
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